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Abstract

The recent uprise of end-to-end speech translation models requires a new gener-
ation of parallel corpora, composed of a large amount of source language speech
utterances aligned with their target language textual translations.

We hereby show a pipeline and a set of methods to collect hundreds of hours
of English audio-book recordings and align them with their Italian textual trans-
lations, using exclusively public domain resources gathered semi-automatically
from the web. The pipeline consists in three main areas: text collection, bilingual
text alignment, and forced alignment.

For the text collection task, we show how to automatically �nd e-book titles
in a target language by using machine translation, web information retrieval,
and named entity recognition and translation techniques.

For the bilingual text alignment task, we investigated three methods: the
Gale–Church algorithm in conjunction with a small-size hand-crafted bilingual
dictionary, the Gale–Church algorithm in conjunction with a bigger bilingual
dictionary automatically inferred through statistical machine translation, and
bilingual text alignment by computing the vector similarity of multilingual em-
beddings of concatenation of consecutive sentences. Our �ndings seem to indicate
that the consecutive-sentence-embeddings similarity computation approach man-
ages to improve the alignment of di�cult sentences by indirectly performing
sentence re-segmentation.

For the forced alignment task, we give a theoretical overview of the preferred
method depending on the properties of the text to be aligned with the audio,
suggesting and using a TTS-DTW (text-to-speech and dynamic time warping)
based approach in our pipeline.

The result of our experiments is a publicly available multi-modal corpus
composed of about 130 hours of English speech aligned with its Italian textual
translation and split in 60561 triplets of English audio, English transcript, and
Italian textual translation. We also post-processed the corpus so as to extract
40-MFCCs features from the audio segments and released them as a data-set.
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1 Introduction

High quality speech corpora are indispensable for a great variety of natural language
processing tasks ranging from automatic speech recognition (ASR) and text-to-speech
(TTS) software production to direct end-to-end speech translation.

Traditional speech corpora are usually monolingual and consist in audio utterances
aligned with their textual transcription. The recent uprise of end-to-end models in
the domain of speech translation demands a new kind of speech corpora, enriched
with the textual translation of the audio utterances. This is simply due to the fact that
end-to-end direct speech translation models require a high amount of multilingual
(source and target language) audio-textual paired data aligned sentence by sentence to
be used as the training dataset, as remarked by Bérard et al. (2018), Chung et al. (2019),
and Jia et al. (2019).

Recent research in the domain of speech translation has therefore been focusing
on cost-e�ective ways of gathering speech signals paired to a textual golden trans-
lation. A remarkable successful and cost-e�ective strategy to create a speech corpus
for English-to-French direct speech translation was outlined in Kocabiyikoglu et al.
(2018). Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018) augmented LibriSpeech, an English speech corpus
speci�cally designed for ASR (automatic speech recognition), with French textual
translation, releasing the Augmented LibriSpeech coprus as a freely available resource
for English-French speech translation.

The LibriSpeech corpus was created by aligning some audio utterances from a subset
of the English audio-books available through the LibriVox project to their transcription
in the Gutenberg Project. The LibriVox project consists of public domain audiobooks
read from the public domain e-books available through the Gutenberg Project itself.

As it is possible to notice, both the LibriSpeech corpus and the Augmented Lib-
riSpeech corpus have at their core the data available thanks to both the LibriVox and
the Gutenberg Project.

As far as our knowledge, there is a scarcity of publicly available English-Italian cor-
pora for speech translation and there are limitations to their availability for commercial
use. In fact, the biggest freely available corpus for English-Italian end-to-end speech
translation, MuST-C (Di Gangi, Cattoni, et al., 2019), a multilingual corpus whose
English-Italian sub-corpus contains 465 hours of English audio utterances extracted
from Ted Talks and aligned with their Italian textual translation, has been released
under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 4.0 License.

To attempt to tackle this scarcity, we describe a solid pipeline to semi-automatically
collect public domain audio-textual data and automatically align them. The �rst task is
to collect the data to align, which includes the employment of named entity recognition,
named entity translation, and web scraping techniques. Then we proceed to bilingual
text alignment and evaluate three di�erent approaches. The result of the bilingual text
alignment task is a textual parallel corpus where each sentence in the source language
corresponds to a sentence in the target language. We then force the alignment between
the English output of the bilingual text alignment task and the corresponding English
audio. The result is a publicly available corpus of around 130 hours of English speech
aligned with its Italian textual translation, released under the CC-BY 4.0 (Creative
Commons Attribution) licence.
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1.1 Purpose

This master thesis project has several purposes:

• Firstly, we want to contribute to the NLP community with the release of a freely
and publicly available English speech corpus augmented with the corresponding
Italian textual translation, under a permissive licence, which was chosen to be
the CC-BY (Creative Commons Attribution) licence, that allows to use, share,
remix, and make derivative works for both research and commercial use. This is
possible since the material used to create the corpus is all in the public domain.

• Secondly, we want to describe a replicable and methodological approach to
cost-e�ective speech translation corpora creation that is based on empirical
experiments and evaluation of di�erent experiments related to the gathering
and the alignment of the data:

1. First we propose, implement and evaluate a variety of methods for auto-
matically translate/retrieve book titles in a target language. These methods
include named entity recognition through knowledge-bases and open
linked data, machine translation, and web scraping information retrieval
techniques.

2. Then we perform bilingual text alignment experiments, comparing, evalu-
ating and discussing the results of Gale-Church based approaches and a
recent method that computes vector similarity of embeddings of consecu-
tive sentences (Thompson and Koehn, 2019). We mainly aim to �nd out
which method manages to improve the accuracy of objectively di�cult
alignments, due to a di�erent number of sentences and paragraphs among
the two source texts.

3. Then we explain the di�erent forced alignment methods to provide the
theoretical insights to choose the best approach depending on the prop-
erties of the text to be aligned with the audio. In our case, we suggest a
TTS-DTW based approach and manually evaluate the results.

4. Eventually we show how to process the audio signals so as to extract multi-
dimensional mel-frequency-ceptrum coe�cients (MFCCs) as 2D arrays,
since MFCCs are meaningful speech features to train ASR and end-to-end
speech translation models.

1.2 Outline

In Chapter 2, we provide an overview of the current trends in the research area of
speech translation, describing the di�erence between traditional cascaded speech
translation models and the more recent end-to-end models and the need of a new kind
of parallel data for speech translation. Then we describe in more detail the work of
Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018) and their approach to augment the LibriSpeech corpus to
make it suitable for training speech translation models. Thereafter we give an overview
of all related areas of research in order to collect and retrieve data from the web, align
them and generate a multi-modal parallel corpus.

In Chapter 3, we describe in detail the methods and the approaches used to collect
and pre-process the textual side of the data needed for the corpus creation, ranging
from named entity recognition and translation to chapter extraction and sentence
segmentation.
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In Chapter 4, we describe the experiments and the methods used in order to perform
bilingual text alignment, so as the outcome of the di�erent approaches, their evaluation
and a discussion of the results.

In Chapter 5, we explain the di�erence between word based and sentence based
forced alignment and we explain how we performed speech-text alignment using a
TTS-DTW based approach.

In Chapter 6, we give statistics of our corpus and we explain how we processed the
audio signals to extract acoustic features from the audio signals.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we discuss our methodological approach to speech corpora
creation, our results and we focus on possible directions for future work.
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2 Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we start with an overview on speech translation, explaining the
di�erence between traditional cascaded and end-to-end models, and why parallel
speech-text data are needed. Then, we analyse in more detail the most related work
(Kocabiyikoglu et al., 2018), and we proceed to give background knowledge on the main
research areas related to the methods and the experiments needed for our approach to
cost-e�ective speech translation corpora creation.

2.1 An Overview on Speech Translation

Since our main goal is to release a corpus suitable for training direct English to Italian
speech translation models, we brie�y introduce an overview of the current trends in
the domain of speech translation, which are related to the gathering of paired data
for parallel speech corpora creation as training data for end-to-end models (Di Gangi,
Cattoni, et al., 2019; Jia et al., 2019; Kocabiyikoglu et al., 2018).

Traditionally, a speech translation model is composed of a cascade of ASR (Automatic
Speech Recognition), MT (Machine Translation) and TTS (Text-to-Speech) components.
The source language speech utterance is �rst passed to the ASR model that returns a
transcript of the input audio. Then, the source language transcript is given to the MT
model, that performs a textual translation. Finally, the output textual translation is
read by a TTS software.

Instead, a direct speech translation system, also called end-to-end speech translation
model, directly translates the source speech utterances into a text in the target language,
resulting in lower latency and the elimination of error propagation due to mismatches
between the original input audio and the transcript output of the ASR model needed
in traditional cascaded ST models (Di Gangi, Negri, et al., 2019; Jia et al., 2019). End-
to-end speech translation models receive audio signals in a source language as input
and provide textual translation in a target language as output. They do not directly
translate audio to audio, but they translate audio to text. Similarly to a the cascaded
model, a TTS module is still needed for the target translation audio generation.

Recently, a variety of end-to-end approaches to speech translation has been proposed
(Anastasopoulos and Chiang, 2018; Bérard et al., 2018; Di Gangi, Negri, et al., 2019; Liu
et al., 2018; Weiss et al., 2017). Particularly interesting is the latest work of which we
are aware of (Di Gangi, Negri, et al., 2019), that enhances a transformer architecture for
the purpose of end-to-end speech translation, outperforming state-of-the-art results. In
addition, it comes with a Github distribution of their code: FBK-Fairseq-ST 1, a pytorch
implementation of FAIR’s fairseq (Ott et al., 2019) for speech translation that allows to
replicate the experiments in the paper and train end-to-end speech translation models.

What all end-to-end ST models have in common is that they require audio signals
in a source language aligned with the corresponding text in the target language. This
is the reason why recent research in the �eld of end-to-end speech translation has
also focused on di�erent ways to gather paired audio-textual data, collected from the
web, as done by Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018) and Di Gangi, Cattoni, et al. (2019), or by
crafting a huge amount of synthetic data, as in Jia et al. (2019).

1http://github.com/mattiadg/FBK-Fairseq-ST
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Among the various methods to collect paired data for speech translation, the most
related work to our thesis is found in Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018), where the authors
provide a detailed and replicable strategy to use existing web resources in order to
create a speech corpus suitable for the training of end-to-end models.

2.2 Augmenting LibriSpeech

Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018) used the books metadata released as part of the LibriSpeech
(Panayotov et al., 2015) corpus as a starting point. LibriSpeech is a corpus for English
ASR that consists of around 1000 hours of English audio utterances aligned with their
corresponding source texts at a sentence level. It was made by aligning the English
audio-book recordings from the LibriVox project to their corresponding Gutenberg
Project e-book source texts. Among the available metadata, LibriSpeech provides
the books titles. Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018) performed named entity recognition and
named entity translation of the books titles using DBpedia, a semantic database.

Once the French titles of the English books were found, they queried the titles
against an index of French e-books, and web scraped several websites so as to retrieve
the French e-book. Due to the fact that LibriSpeech does not contain the whole
books, but only a small segment of a few chapters for each book, Kocabiyikoglu
et al. (2018) performed �rst chapter extraction, then the textual alignment of the
English transcription with the French version of the chapter.

Then, the authors performed textual alignment using hunalign in conjunction
with a proprietary lexicon. Finally, they realigned the LibriSpeech English audio
utterances with the new English transcription, providing as a �nal result a speech
corpus composed of English audio utterances, English transcription and French textual
translation aligned at a sentence level. In addition, they provided a synthetic textual
French translation of the LibriSpeech English audio utterances using Google Translate.
The work of Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018) was then used by Bérard et al. (2018) to train
and test di�erent end-to-end speech translation models.

The task of using existing resources to leverage and create a speech corpus involves
dealing with web scraping, the semantic web, named entity recognition and translation,
text and speech alignment, signal processing, and speech translation. In the following
sections, we describe brie�y the main domains of research related to the great variety
of sub-tasks we dealt with in order to assemble and test our corpus for English to
Italian end to end speech translation.

2.3 Web Scraping

In order to �nd the textual translations needed for augmenting LibriSpeech, Ko-
cabiyikoglu et al. (2018) used an already available index containing French e-books in
conjunction with web scraping techniques.

Web scraping can be de�ned as the process to extract data from a fetched (down-
loaded) web page. It mainly consists of two steps: fetching and data extraction. Fetching
is the process of downloading a web page content from a web server by a standard
HTTP request. Once the page is fetched, data extraction is performed usually by
parsing the web page and search for the desired data.

The concept of web scraping is related to the the need of retrieving useful informa-
tion from the world wide web. A variety of di�erent techniques and methods to search
and query the world wide web is explained in detail in Lawrence and Giles (1998).
Among the various techniques, web scraping is still one of the most important ones to
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retrieve information from unstructured websites and a great variety of companies are
improving and customising web scraping to their business needs.

Google releases patents to improve web scraping for information retrieval, as in
Salerno and Boulware (2006). Other researchers have been using web scraping for
literature analysis, as in Haddaway (2015), web advertising, as in Vargiu and Urru
(2013), job search engines, as in Slamet et al. (2018) or business insight for the housing
market, as in Boeing and Waddell (2017).

Our main interest is to use the potentials of web scraping for text collection and
corpus creation. The very idea of using web scraping consistently for building lin-
guistic corpora was discussed by Adhikary and Ahmed (2016), where they introduced
CorpoMate, a framework for collecting text documents from the web, pre-process
them and export them as data stored in several possible data formats. The important
take from Adhikary and Ahmed (2016) is to automate linguistic corpora creation by
scraping interesting websites to avoid the cost of producing the linguistic material
needed for the corpus creation.

In the �eld of speech corpora creation, web scraping was used by all Kocabiyikoglu
et al. (2018), Di Gangi, Cattoni, et al. (2019) and Panayotov et al. (2015) as the main
technique to obtain the starting data. Di Gangi, Cattoni, et al. (2019) web scraped the
TED talks website in order to have the starting audio-textual material to create MuST-
C, while Panayotov et al. (2015) web scraped the LibriVox and the Gutenberg Project.
The augmentation of LibriSpeech for speech translation performed by Kocabiyikoglu
et al. (2018) also relied on web scraping to retrieve the French e-books.

Our approach follows the work of Panayotov et al. (2015) to retrieve the English
side of the starting data, and the work of Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018) to retrieve the
Italian side of the data. Panayotov et al. (2015) gathered the data for the creation of the
LibriSpeech corpus by web scraping the LibriVox and the Gutenberg Project websites,
while Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018) used web scraping techniques to collect the public
domain French e-books needed to augment the LibriSpeech corpus for the purpose of
English-to-French end-to-end speech translation corpora creation.

2.4 The Semantic Web and Knowledge-Bases

We are especially interested in Linked Data and Knowledge Bases to perform named en-
tity recognition and translation of books titles, following the approach of Kocabiyikoglu
et al. (2018). In order to retrieve e-books in a target language corresponding to the En-
glish LibriVox audio-books, the �rst step consists in the translation of the audio-book
title into the target language.

Since books are often published in other languages avoiding literal translation,
named entity recognition and the use of the semantic web are the technologies that
have potential to allow automatic translation of book titles. Therefore we introduce
here the key concepts in the area of semantic web information retrieval.

One of the main problems of the world wide web is that, by nature, it consists of a
huge amount of unstructured data stored in websites. Therefore the father of world
wide web itself embraced the idea of "semantic web" in Berners-Lee et al. (2001).

Although in the early 2000, di�erent approaches, methods and techniques to extract
and annotate structured data were proposed, as in Kiryakov et al. (2004) and Arasu
and Garcia-Molina (2003), it was only with Auer et al. (2007) that the foundation of a
cooperative project for the semantic web was introduced.

In fact, in 2007, Auer et al. (2007) released the �rst version of DBpedia and applied
the concept of "open data" to a large-scale and web-based semantic ontology. An
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ontology can be de�ned as a set of objects with semantic properties and belong to
classes in a well-de�ned taxonomy.

Ontologies like DBpedia are also known as knowledge-bases. One of the most recent,
open and user-friendly knowledge base is WikiData, funded, updated and maintained
thanks to the help of the WikiMedia foundation and introduced in Vrandečić and
Krötzsch (2014).

The concept of linked open data and ontology alignment, discussed for instance
by Jain et al. (2010) and applied to WikiData in Erxleben et al. (2014), and the release
of marking-up languages and schemas to easily structure data - as the JSON schema
introduced by Pezoa et al. (2016) - were the next steps towards the still in progress
realization of the semantic web.

Soon enough, knowledge bases and linked data were also used in the �eld of auto-
matic machine translation. For instance, both Srivastava et al. (2017) and Hkiri et al.
(2017) improved the accuracy of machine translation systems by performing named
entity recognition thanks to the use of semantic technologies and structured data.

Imagine to feed a statistical or neural English to Italian machine translation system
with the input string "Dead Poets Society". Both systems would attempt to translate the
sentence using the parallel data on which the models were trained on. Good machine
translation systems would probably translate "Dead Poets Society" into "La società
dei poeti morti" (gloss: Dead Poets Society) or a similar string. However the "Dead
Poets Society" was translated into Italian as "L’attimo fuggente" (gloss: "the �eeting
moment").

The way in which named entity recognition improves machine translation perfor-
mance is straightforward: if a string in the source language is recognised as an entity
in a knowledge base, its corresponding string in the target language is retrieved. We
follow this approach to perform books title translation, as also done by Kocabiyikoglu
et al. (2018).

2.5 Bilingual Text Alignment

Bilingual text alignment can be de�ned as the process or technique to place a text in a
source language alongside its translation in a target language. It is crucial for both
statistical machine translation systems and for the creation of parallel corpora and
there are several algorithms and strategies to perform it.

One of the �rst algorithms and approaches to perform bilingual text alignment
at a sentence level was proposed in Kay and Röscheisen (1993). Their approach to
sentence alignment was based on several iterations �nding the maximum likelihood
alignment between the sentences using mainly the partial word alignment inferred
through the distribution of the terms in the original text. In the same year Gale and
Church (1993) introduced one of the most important algorithms for bilingual sentence
alignment, the Gale-Church alignment algorithm. It uses sentence length information
with the assumption that sentences with a similar length in a language X correspond
to sentences of a similar length in a language Y.

The Gale-Church alignment algorithm does not take into account the structural
di�erences between non-similar languages, such as English and Japanese. A study
on the sentence alignment between Japanese and English using both a bilingual
dictionary and a relaxation process iterating several times to �nd the maximum
likelihood alignment is found in Haruno and Yamazaki (1997).

The current state of the art and out-of-the-box tool for text alignment is hunalign,
�rstly introduced by Varga et al. (2007) and then used for the creation of the OPUS
parallel corpora, as explained in Tiedemann (2012). Hunalign does make use of both
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word alignment and maximum likelihood computation alongside with the Gale-Church
algorithm. In that way, both word distribution and sentence length information are
used to compute the maximum likelihood sentence alignment.

A completely di�erent approach to perform sentence alignment is proposed by
Thompson and Koehn (2019) and their out-of-the-box tool Vecalign. Instead of focusing
on computing the similarity between sentences in two languages using sentence length
information (as in the Gale-Church algorithm) with the aid of a bilingual dictionary
and several iteration, Thompson and Koehn (2019) suggest to compute the similarity
of the sentences by using their embeddings.

Vecalign relies on the assumption that, by mapping two sentences in two di�erent
languages to a vector space, the two sentences would have an almost identical vector
representation. Therefore, instead of processing plain text sentences, Vecalign takes
multilingual sentence embeddings and their concatenation as input. Then, the sentence
embeddings similarity is computed using an implementation of the FastDTW algorithm
from Salvador and Chan (2007).

The FastDTW algorithm is an approximation of the Dynamic Time Wrapping
algorithm described in Sakoe and Chiba (1978). The algorithm proposed by Sakoe and
Chiba (1978) can be summarized as a method to compute an optimal match between
two time series, or linear sequences, given a set of restrictions. The best match is then
considered to be the one that satis�es all restrictions with the minimal computational
cost. The FastDTW algorithm is an approximation of the DTW with linear space and
time complexity, whereas the DTW algorithm has quadratic time and space complexity.

It is important to remark that Vecalign does not perform multilingual sentence
embeddings. Thompson and Koehn (2019) focused their e�ort on the multilingual
sentence embeddings similarity computation task only.

In our experiments we compare the classical Gale-Church based bilingual text
alignment with the new sentence-embeddings and FastDTW based approach proposed
by Thompson and Koehn (2019).

2.6 Sentence Embeddings

Since sentence embeddings are a prerequisite to perform bilingual text alignment with
vecalign, we do have to perform a mapping of the textual side of our starting data to
vectors of real numbers (sentence embedding).

Sentence embeddings can be de�ned as the vector representation of a set of sentences
in a vector space. There are di�erent methods in order to embed sentences to their
vector representation and usually word embeddings are included in the process.

Word embeddings can be de�ned as the vector representation of single words. While
originally implemented in order to make it possible for computers to process words
as mathematical units, several works showed that word embeddings are capable of
capturing semantic information (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington
et al., 2014).

The fact that word embeddings seem to capture semantic information, lead Fu et al.
(2014) to develop a method for a system to learning semantic hierarchies via word
embeddings. Furthermore, word embeddings have been used for studies concerning
semantic change of words from a diachronic perspective (Hamilton et al., 2016) and
the detection of semantic relations (Gladkova et al., 2016).

This is due to the fact that linguistic regularities are found in continuous space word
representations (Mikolov et al., 2013). This linguistic information is extremely useful
while working with multiple languages, since the vector representation of the words in
di�erent languages share a similar position in the vector space. For that reason, word
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embeddings have been used in the �eld of machine translation to improve phrase-based
models (Zou et al., 2013) or even to infer bilingual lexicon without the need of parallel
data (Conneau et al., 2017).

In the same way in which linguistic regularities are found in continuous space
word representations, it seems that the continuous space sentence representations
also captures linguistic regularities (Arora et al., 2016). Therefore, in the same way
in which words with similar meaning have their vector representation mapped in
the same area latent space, sentences with a similar meaning are found as neighbor
vectors in the vector space.

A great variety of methods for swapping sentences to vector representations has
been proposed in the recent years (Arora et al., 2016; Artetxe and Schwenk, 2019; Le
and Mikolov, 2014; Tai et al., 2015; Wieting et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2019). Krasnowska-
Kieraś and Wróblewska (2019) carried out an empirical study on sentence embeddings
and the retainment of linguistic information, investigating several word embedding
systems. The one that was found to retain linguistic information most exactly was
Facebook LASER (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2019), language agnostic sentence embeddings
representations provided by a BiLSTM model trained on a huge set of multilingual
data.

2LASER (Language Agnostic Sentence Embeddings Representations) is publicly
available on GitHub and it allows to create multilingual sentence embeddings in more
than 100 languages. It has been successfully used for a variety of tasks including
cross-lingual document classi�cation (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2019) and bilingual text
mining of parallel sentences (Schwenk et al., 2019). Thompson and Koehn (2019) used
LASER to swap sentences to their vector representations and we follow their approach
for the sentence embeddings generation task.

2.7 ASR and Forced Alignment

Since now we have described the background work related to the text collection and the
bilingual text alignment tasks. However, creating a speech corpus from data retrieved
from the web requires to automatically process natural language speech segments. In
particular, we focus on the speech-to-text alignment task, also called forced alignment.

Forced alignment is sometimes considered a kind of ASR. Automatic speech recogni-
tion systems are trained to process speech utterances so as to automatically recognize
the words spoken. ASR systems receives only speech signals as input. Instead, speech
aligners receive as input both a speech utterance and a transcription. Given the two
input data signals, speech-to-text aligners identify the time segments in the speech
that match with the transcription.

Juang and Rabiner (2005), O’Shaughnessy (2008) and Furui (2010) provide all a
brief yet exhaustive history of the development of Automatic Speech Recognition.
According to Furui (2010), the �rst attempts to develop automatic speech recognition
systems are found in the two decades 1950s and 1960s. At that time, the main problem
when dealing with automatic speech recognition was heavily related to the the time
normalization problem. Automatic Speech Recognition requires in fact the possibility
to process time series, data points indexed in time.

The development of ASR and speech alignment systems is therefore linked to the
works of Vintsyuk (1968) and Sakoe and Chiba (1978). Their dynamic time warp-
ing (DTW) algorithms allowed to process speech series while solving the time nor-
malization problem. Speakers have di�erent speed while talking, and without time
normalization automatic speech recognition would not work.

2https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER
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Another great improvement of automatic speech recognition and speech alignment
systems happened in the 1980s, thanks to the development of the Hidden Markov Mod-
els (Poritz, 1988) and the rise of a statistical based approach to solve natural language
processing tasks. HMM algorithms were soon applied to both speech recognition
(Rabiner, 1989) and speech-to-text alignment (Talkin and Wightman, 1994).

As far as our knowledge, most of the current state-of-the-art available aligners
are based on the hidden Markov models and more precisely on the HTK toolkit (S. J.
Young and S. Young, 1993), which cannot be used freely for commercial purposes. An
exhaustive list of available aligners is available as a collection of links in a GitHub
folder maintained by Alberto Pettarin3

Although HMM-based aligners seem to still be the preferred method to perform
speech-to-text alignment, recently we have seen the rise of RNN (recurrent neural
network) and DNN (deep neural network) based forced aligners, thanks to speech
recognition toolkits such as Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011) and CMU Sphinx (Lamere et al.,
2003). It is however important to state that the term "forced alignment" is used to
describe alignment at di�erent granularity levels, and di�erent approaches can be
used depending on the granularity of the desired alignment.

For instance, toolkits such as the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuli�e et al., 2017)
and Gentle4 provides a word level alignment of the text in the transcript, while a
forced aligner toolkit such as Aeneas5 was developed to provide quick and e�cient
sentence-level granularity alignment.

The Gentle toolkit provides word-level granularity alignment of a transcript given
an English audio. The way in which Gentle works is straightforward: a Kaldi (Povey
et al., 2011) acoustic model trained on the Fisher English corpus (Cieri et al., 2004) is
used in combination with a language model retrieved from all possible bigrams in the
input transcript. Then the words are matched with their audio sequence.

The Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuli�e et al., 2017) also works at a word-level
alignment granularity. It allows to train custom acoustic models or to use pre-trained
models. The training con�guration models range from the default Markov Model-
Gaussian Mixture Model (HMM-GMM) to a i-vector DNN model.

Finally, tools like the Aeneas toolkit and SyncTS (Damm et al., 2011) work at di�erent
level alignment granularity. They can be considered as TTS (text-to-speech) and DTW
(dynamic time warping) based approach. They do not require a training phase since
they do not need any acoustical model. The transcript is read by a TTS software,
then the TTS generated audio and the input audio are transformed to sequences and
variations of the DTW algorithm are used to map the elements of the two sequences,
resulting in a synchronization map.

3https://github.com/pettarin/forced-alignment-tools
4https://github.com/lowerquality/gentle
5https://github.com/readbeyond/aeneas
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3 Text Collection

In this chapter, we explain the main obstacles to bilingual text collection and di�erent
possible approaches to overcome them. We then proceed to discuss the results of the
proposed methods.

3.1 Book Titles Translation

As a starting point, we used part of the metadata of the LibriSpeech corpus (Panayotov
et al., 2015). Among the available metadata, LibriSpeech provides a table including the
Gutenberg’s e-book ID and the matching LibriVox project ID.

Both the Gutenberg Project e-books and the LibriVox audio-books are public domain
resources, therefore Panayotov et al. (2015) aligned the audio and the transcription
from segments of selected chapters from around 1500 pairs of English e-books and
audio-books.

We used the LibriSpeech metadata to individuate those Gutenberg Project books
that have been recording on the LibriVox project. This was the �rst step towards
the collection of a triplets of English audio, English transcription, and Italian textual
translation, as it allows to quickly retrieve public domain English audio-books with
their corresponding transcription (textual e-book).

We then had to perform book titles translation in order to go further in the corpus
creation. The main problem of translating book titles is that often a literal translation
is useless.

In fact, the same book can have di�erent titles depending on the language of pub-
lication that cannot be guessed by a simple literal translation (e.g The Old Curiosity
Shop, published in Italian as La Bottega dell’Antiquario - gloss The Antique Dealer Shop.
In addition, even when the English and the Italian book’s title could be considered as
literal translation of each other, there is always room for di�erent possible translations,
especially in regard of prepositions and particles.

For instance the book In the Days of the Comet has been published in Italian as Nei
giorni della cometa, a quite natural and obvious literal translation. However, if we use
Google Translate to �nd the Italian translation of the English book title, the system
translates In the Days of the Comet in Italian as Ai giorni della cometa. Both "ai" and
"nei" are Italian prepositions that are used to express a position in time or space, and
their disambiguation is highly ambiguous, relying on subtle nuances involving context
and collocations.

The intrinsic natural language ambiguity and the possible variations in literal
translation itself might be problematic since we need to retrieve the actual title of
publication of a given book. Furthermore, another di�culty is that books often have
alternative titles for each language of publication, sometimes including subtitles,
sometimes excluding it (e.g. Typee: A Peep at Polynesian Life and Typee) Therefore, the
task of translating book titles is not as easy as it may be thought of.

We used three di�erent approaches to perform this task: automatic translation, web
scraping of Wikipedia, and the use of the WikiData ontology. Since we do not have
a gold standard set of English-Italian published titles, our evaluation for this task is
performed indirectly.
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Gutenberg Title Alternative Titles

Tom Swift and His Sky Racer, or,
the Quickest Flight on Record

1. Gutenberg Title
2. Tom Swift and His Sky Racer
3. The Quickest Flight on Record

Democracy and Education:
an introduction to the philosophy of education

1. Gutenberg Title
2. Democracy and Education

3. an introduction to the philosophy of education

History of the Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire Volume 1

1. Gutenberg Title
2. History of the Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire

Table 3.1: In the first column the original title of publication of the book in the Gutenberg

Project as found in the LibriSpeech metadata; in the second column the list of the

alternative titles found a�er preprocessing, where Gutenberg Title stands for the

original title

We created an index of around 3400 titles of public domain available Italian e-books
and their links to the download page by scraping websites containing public domain
Italian e-books mainly in the odt and txt format.

In most countries in the world a literary work enters in the public domain 70 years
after the death of the author. The same is valid for translation of literary work, since
the translation of a literary work is a literary work in itself.

The indirect evaluation of our methods to perform book titles translation is done
by comparing each method list of translated Italian titles with the index we created.
The index we created contains actual titles of publication of public domain e-books.
Therefore we use it as a gold standard �le. For each method there is a list of trans-
lated/retrieved titles. The items of each method list is compared against the items in
the index/gold standard list. The more the matching titles between a method list and
the index list, the more the method is considered to be precise and accurate.

3.1.1 Methods and Experiments

Before applying the three di�erent methods (automatic translation, web scraping of
Wikipedia, and the use of the WikiData ontology) to perform book titles translation,
we preprocessed the list of English titles contained in the LibriSpeech metadata so as
to increase the number of alternative English titles.

The LibriSpeech metadata contain only the title of publication of each book as
published in the corresponding Gutenberg Project page. Due to the fact that each
book can have a variety of titles of actual publication, preprocessing is needed to
�nd a greater variety of possible alternative titles. In order to do so, we manually
investigated the LibriSpeech metadata to �nd patterns that indicate possible alternative
titles. Then we wrote a python script using regular expressions to actually perform
titles preprocessing.

An example of preprocessing is given in Table 3.1, where, for example, the string
,or is used to infer two possible titles, while the character : is used to separate the
title from the subtitle. Preprocessing can be seen as a list augmentation technique: the
original Gutenberg title is not removed from the list of titles, but patterns that indicate
the presence of alternative titles, subtitles, or publication speci�c information are used
to infer a greater variety of possible English titles.

Then, we performed four approaches to perform book titles translation. We called
the four approaches Automatic Translation, Web Scraping (WikiMedia), Gutenberg Id
Project Ebooks in Wikidata and Literary Work in Wikidata.
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Method
Number of Books

found in the Italian Index
Total Number of
E-Books Found

Automatic Translation 17

39Gutenberg Id Project Ebooks in Wikidata 18

Literary Work in Wikidata 23

Web Scraping (WikiMedia) 21

Table 3.2: The first and the second columns show respectively the method used and the

number of e-books found in the index containing the 3400 Italian e-books in the

public domain. The third column contains the total number of e-books found,

since a few methods retrieved a set of titles that was a partial subset of the Italian

translations retrieved by other methods

For the automatic translation method (Automatic Translation) we used the automatic
translation system Google Translate. We simply gave the list of English titles as input
to the machine translation system and compared the Italian automatic translations
with the index of Italian books.

The second method we used (Web Scraping (WikiMedia)) relies on the web scraping
of Wikipedia through the wikimedia endpoint. We queried the list of English titles
against the whole Wikipedia English pages and wrote to a �le the English title for
which a corresponding Italian page was found and the title of the Italian page. The
problem of this approach is that a good amount of retrieved Italian possible titles are
derivative works such as movies, music, and not books only.

The third and fourth approach we tried were based on the idea of semantic web and
was done by using the Wikidata Query Service and the language SPARQL (Hernández
et al., 2016). WikiData is a queryable knowledge-base containing structured data from
the other WikiMedia foundations projects (such as Wikipedia, Wiktionary, etc...). The
Wikidata Query Service allows to query the knowledge-base by writing SPARQL
(SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) queries. WikiData is structured as a
series of objects belonging to classes and sublasses in a rich semantic taxonomy. Each
object has also a set of properties.

We used two di�erent approaches to query WikiData in order to perform book
titles translation. The �rst one (Gutenberg Id Project Ebooks in Wikidata) was to query
all WikiData objects belonging to the class literary work with the property Project
Gutenberg ebook ID with an Italian label (the Italian book title) and, if available, the
set of Italian alternative labels. Basically we asked the knowledge-base to give us
all possible Italian titles of English literary work published in the Gutenberg Project.
Then, if the Project Gutenberg ebook ID matches with one of the Project Gutenberg
ebook ID in the LibriSpeech metadata, we saved the set of Italian possible translations
per book. Since only a limited set of WikiData objects have been annotated with the
Project Gutenberg ebook ID property, the second approach to query WikiData (Literary
Work in Wikidata) for book titles translation was to retrieve all labels and, if available,
the alternative labels in both English and Italian for all literary works.

Then the retrieved list of English titles was compared with the pre-processed list of
LibriSpeech/Gutenberg English titles. If a WikiData literary work label (or alternative
label) matches with one of the titles in the pre-processed LibriSpeech English titles, the
corresponding Italian book titles were saved in a list to be compared with the index
we created.
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3.1.2 Results and Discussion

Table 3.2 shows the results of the English book titles translation task and the amount of
Italian e-books in the public domain retrieved from the web. However, a few important
considerations have to be made: we are not evaluating which method is the best for a
precise and accurate translation of book titles.

We already know that the approach based on the knowledge-bases (querying Wiki-
Data) is the most accurate one, since it is the only method that avoids the retrieval or
the generation of wrong translations.

Automatic translation can perfectly translate a book title, but that book might have
never been published with a literal translation. In a similar way, web scraping of non
structured data necessarily leads to the retrieval of pages and data that have nothing
to do with books and literary works.

On the opposite, the semantic web based approach by de�nition gives us only actual
published literary work in the target language with actual publication titles.

What we investigated is whether a single method can be used to �nd the actual
title of publication on websites of public domain books. And the answer seems to be
negative. There are several reason for that: �rst of all websites may publish a book
with a title slightly di�erent to the actual publication titles.

Secondly, even large crowd-annotated knowledge-bases as WikiData are still quite
new technologies and many literary works might have not been yet added to the
knowledge base. In addition, since WikiData is built around the available data from the
projects of the WikiMedia foundation, it makes sense that similar results are found.

Overall, the more the possible translations, the better. Therefore, using a combination
of di�erent methods seem to be one of the most pragmatical approach for retrieving
human-made textual translations of e-books from the internet.

Finally, the relatively small amount of books found is due to the limited number of
Italian e-books in the index (around 3400). Starting from 1500 English books we found
a great variety of possible Italian translations and compared them with a relatively
small list of Italian publicly available books on the internet.

When comparing the lists of titles against the index, all characters were lowercased,
punctuation and tabs removed, and leading and �nal space lines stripped out of the
strings, so as to avoid mismatches due to character di�erences. Overall, we are satis�ed
with the number of founds book, since we also limited the index to public domain
Italian e-books to txt and odt �les only.

3.2 Chapter Extraction and Sentence Segmentation

Since both the LibriVox and the LibriSpeech English audio �les of books follows the
Gutenberg Project e-book chapter distinction, we need to extract chapters from each
book so as to have a triplet of English utterance, English transcription, Italian textual
translation. However, sometimes textual translation of e-books might di�er in structure
and content from the English e-book ones. Furthermore, sometimes it can happen
that a Gutenberg Project e-book actually contains two books in one �le. This is for
instance the case of the e-book From the Earth to the Moon; and, Round the Moon. The
two books by Jules Verne are published in the same �le while two di�erent �les, one
per book, were retrieved as Italian textual translations.

The same can happen in the opposite direction. For example, the Gutenberg Project
e-book Candide contains thirty chapters only, which are actually the chapters corre-
sponding to the �rst part of the book only. The Italian retrieved e-book contains the
second part of the book as well, resulting in additional eighteen chapters if compared
to the Gutenberg English version.
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We performed the chapter extraction task with a semiautomatic approach. The
Gutenberg Project txt �les were split in chapters using chapterize1, a tool developed
by Jonathan Reeve and published on GitHub with the GNU General Public License
v3.0 that automatically splits English Gutenberg Project txt �les in chapters using a
set of regular expressions to recognize chapters headings and write in a new folder
a series of txt �les corresponding to each chapter and named as increasing integers
from 01.txt (�rst chapter) to the last chapter found.

We used the same approach to extract the Italian chapters using regular expressions
to �nd the chapter headings and writing in a new folder a txt �le for each chapter. The
Italian e-books in the odt format were �rst converted to the txt format. In order to
maintain the English-Italian chapter alignment we decided to name each book folder
with the English Gutenberg e-book ID, even for Italian e-books, so that the same
numerical ID was used to identify the folder containing the extracted chapters.

Then we manually checked the txt chapter �les in the folders corresponding to the
English and the Italian e-books to see if the chapter �les alignment was correct. This is
to say that the same number of chapters was found in both the English and the Italian
e-book folder.

In case of severe di�erences between the number of �les in the two folders (such as
in the already mentioned cases of From the Earth to the Moon; and, Round the Moon and
Candide), the cause of the discrepancy was manually investigated and the chapters
order was chosen always to follow the one in the Gutenberg Project e-book, since the
LibriVox audio �les follow the Gutenberg Project e-book structure.

In case of mild di�erences between the number of �les, more e�ort for manual
investigation of the cause of the discrepancy was needed, since we had to manually
check the �rst and the last line of each pair of parallel chapter (both the English and
the Italian txt �le) to �nd the cause of the discrepancy and �x it.

We focused our e�orts on a pool of nine books, resulting in 372 pairs of parallel
chapters (English and Italian txt �les). They were randomly selected. Using the whole
set of 39 books would in fact result in more than 500 hours of audio material that
should eventually be aligned with the textual side of the collected data.

We preferred to prioritize methods comparison and evaluation to �nd out a method-
ological approach for speech corpora creation backed up by meaningful experiments.
In order to do so, we limited our experiments on 372 pairs of parallel chapters extracted
from 9 books, resulting in around 130 hours of audio material to be aligned with the
textual side of the data.

We processed all selected chapter text �les so as to eliminate formatting and have
them containing one sentence per line. Sentence segmentation was performed using
spaCy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017): As a �rst step, we stripped leading and end-
ing spaces and removed newlines and tabs. Then, two pre-trained spaCy models (
en_core_web_sm for English, it_core_news_sm for Italian) were used for the sen-
tence segmentation task. The process was performed for each pair of parallel chapters
(English and Italian).

1https://github.com/JonathanReeve/chapterize
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4 Bilingual Sentence Alignment

In this chapter, we perform one experiment to carry out bilingual text alignment on the
372 pairs of parallel chapters using three methods. The methods include automatically
inferring a bilingual dictionary using statistical machine translation and embeddings
of concatenation of sentences. We compare the results of the three methods on a subset
of objectively di�cult cases, manually evaluating the quality of the alignments and
discuss the reasons behind the outcome of each method.

4.1 Introduction

The core and most crucial part of our experiments in order to successfully create a
bilingual parallel corpus relies on the concept of bilingual text alignment. In fact, we
do not align directly an English audio utterance with a textual Italian translation.

Instead, we follow the approach used by both Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018) and Di
Gangi, Cattoni, et al. (2019): we align the English transcription of the audio with the
textual target language translation. The result of the bilingual text alignment is a new
sentence segmentation, that is then used to re-segment the audio side of the data in a
way that matches the textual bilingual parallel corpus created.

The fact that we split each English and Italian e-book in comparable chapters and
performed automatic sentence segmentation does not mean that sentences are aligned.
This is simply due to the fact that translations of literary work are often not a one to
one literal translation of sentences.

In most of the cases, the number of sentences is not the same in the English chapter
transcription and its Italian textual translation. In addition, sometimes the Italian and
the English texts di�ers of various paragraphs. Sometimes, the translator might have
also chosen to add, remove or summarise a few paragraphs.

In order to reach high-quality triplets of English audio, English transcription, Italian
textual translation aligned at a sentence level, we decided to follow the approach of
Kocabiyikoglu et al. (2018). They performed bilingual text alignment of the chapters
using hunalign in conjunction with a custom made bilingual English-French dictionary.
Only after performing bilingual text alignment, they carried out forced speech-to-text
alignment between the English audio �les and the English transcription of sentences.

Basically, they �rst found the pairs of English transcriptions and Italian textual
translations, and then used speech-to-text alignment algorithms to �nally reach triplets
of English utterance, English transcription, French textual translation, aligned sentence
by sentence.

However, since we are not in possess of a high-quality hand-crafted English-Italian
bilingual dictionary containing more than 100.000 terms, we performed the bilingual
text alignment task using two methods and performing three experiments.

We wanted to compare the current state-of-the-art algorithm for text alignment
(Gale-Church with the aid of a bilingual dictionaries as in hunalign) and the new sen-
tence embeddings similarity computation with the FastDTW algorithm as in vecalign
(Thompson and Koehn, 2019).
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Sentences English tokens Italian tokens

EuroParl 2.0M 59.9M 58.9M

GlobalVoices 98.1k 2.5M 2.5M

Books 33.1k 0.9M 0.8M

Wikipedia 1.0M 26.5M 22.2M

Table 4.1: Number of sentences, English and Italian tokens for each parallel corpus used to

infer the bilingual dictionaries through Moses and Giza++

4.2 Hunalign

Hunalign is probably one of the most used tool in the NLP community to perform
sentence alignment and create parallel corpora. Many of the corpus in the Open Soure
parallel corpora (OPUS) were created using hunalign (Tiedemann, 2012).

We made experiments on bilingual text alignment using hunalign with two con�gu-
rations. Both con�gurations were set so as that hunalign made use of Gale-Church
sentence-length information in combination with a bilingual dictionary.

Furthermore, in order to achieve the most optimal alignment quality, we set both
con�gurations to perform two alignments. The �rst alignment was used in order to
heuristically increase the size of the bilingual dictionary. Then, a second alignment
was performed using the Gale-Church sentence-length information and the improved
bilingual dictionary.

The data for increasing the number of terms in the bilingual dictionary were given
by the �rst alignment itself: the co-occurences found in the bi-sentences (the output
of the �rst alignment) were used in order to add terms to the bilingual dictionary.

The only di�erence between the two con�gurations was the starting dictionary. In
the baseline hunalign con�guration we used the bilingual English-Italian dictionary
provided as part of the LFAligner tool by Andras Farkas 1.

Since the size of the LFAligner Italian-English dictionary was rather small (around
14500 terms), we inferred a much larger bilingual dictionary training an English-Italian
automatic machine translation system with Moses SMT 2 and Giza++ on a large amount
of parallel data from the OPUS3 parallel corpora collection.

More precisely, we used the Europarl, Wikipedia (Wołk and Marasek, 2014), Glob-
alVoices and books corpora from OPUS. The number of sentences and tokens of each
one of the parallel corpus listed above is given in Table 4.1.

The parallel corpora were used to train a baseline Moses translation model. The
resulting bidirectional tables were then used to infer a dictionary. We used both the
table with direction English to Italian and the table with direction Italian to English.
Since the lexical tables generated by Moses and Giza++ contain also a great amount
of extremely low probability translation terms hypothesis, we �ltered out the terms
in the tables scoring less than 0.10. Eventually, we inferred a dictionary containing
692437 bilingual terms that was converted to the hunalign format.

We named the two hunalign con�gurations Base and Inf, where Base is the hunalign
con�guration using as input dictionary the LFAligner manually annotated bilingual
dictionary (around 14500 terms), while Inf is the the hunalign con�guration using as
input dictionary the inferred one (around 690000 terms).

1https://sourceforge.net/projects/aligner/
2http://www.statmt.org/moses/
3http://opus.nlpl.eu/
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4.3 Vecalign and LASER

Due to the fact that vecalign performs bilingual text alignment by computing the
similarity of the vector sentences’ representations, there is no need of a supporting
bilingual dictionary.

However, vecalign requires sentence embeddings and embeddings of concatenation
of consecutive sentences in order to perform bilingual text alignment. By concatenation
of consecutive sentences we mean all possibile concatenation of sentences ranging
from 0 to N for each sentence.

So, for instance, if we want a concatenation of consecutive sentences with N equal
to 3 for the sentences: [’Hi!’, ’I am Jack.’, ’Nice to meet you.’], we would have to embed
[’Hi!’, ’I am Jack.’, ’Nice to meet you.’, ’Hi! I am Jack.’, ’Hi! I am Jack. Nice to meet you.’,’I
am Jack. Nice to meet you’].

This allows the alignment of 1 one to many, many to one, or many to many sentences.
Several sentences in the source language document might in fact correspond to a single
sentence in the target language document, or the opposite.

Imagine if in the Italian text there was the sentence ["Ciao, sono Giacomo, piacere di
conoscerti!"] (gloss: "Hi, I am Jack, nice to meet you"). By concatenating consecutive
sentences into vectors and give them to vecalign to compute sentence embeddings
similarity, it is possible to �nd out that the best alignment in such scenario is the
concatenation of the three English sentences [’Hi!’, ’I am Jack.’, ’Nice to meet you.’] to
the single Italian sentence ["Ciao, sono Giacomo, piacere di conoscerti!"].

Basically, if there is a possible alignment between several sentences in the source
language text and one sentence in the target language text, or vice-versa, mapping
concatenation of consecutive sentences into vectors allows the computation of the
vector similarity of a greater number of elements, potentially decreasing the ratio of
missed alignment and improving generalization.

We therefore used Facebook Language Agnostic Sentence Embeddings Representa-
tions (Facebook LASER) to map into vectors not only each sentence in the chapters,
but concatenation of consecutive sentences for each sentence with a window size
equal to 10. Then we used vecalign to perform bilingual text alignment.

4.4 Evaluation and Discussion

The output of both hunalign and vecalign is a ladder containing the indexes of the
aligned sentences. In most of the cases, the alignments among the three methods are
the same since overall, bilingual text alignment provides good results.

In order to evaluate the three methods, we had basically two possibilities. The �rst
one would have been manually annotating a gold standard and compute precision,
recall and F1 score for each method. However, the results of this evaluation method
would not di�er a lot (Thompson and Koehn, 2019) and the gold standard to annotate
would contain many non-di�cult alignments scenarios.

Instead, we wanted to focus our evaluation e�ort on the objectively di�cult sce-
narios. Therefore, we wrote a script that returned only the cases in which the results
of the alignments experiments di�ered, resulting in a subset of thousands of likely
di�cult alignments from all books and chapters.

We then sampled 200 cases from the list of ambiguous alignments to have a statistical
meaningful pool of sentences whose alignment was complex. For each sentence we
compared the results of the three methods by assigning three possible values: correct
alignment, wrong alignment, or partial alignment.
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Base Inf Vecalign

Correct 42 43 169

Wrong 108 89 5

Partial 50 68 26

Total Sentences: 200

Table 4.2: Evaluation of the bilingual text alignment task, where Base stands for hunalign in

conjunction with the LFaligner dictionary, Inf stands for hunalign in conjunction

with the inferred dictionary and Vecalign stands for the corresponding toolkit. For

each method the number of correct, wrong, and partial alignments is given out of

a selected pool of 200 sentences.

By correct alignment we mean a perfect one to one, one to many, or many to one
alignment. Exempli gratia: the English sentence "It was delightful once upon a time"
aligned with the Italian sentence "Era un piacere allora!".

By wrong alignment we mean the cases in which the alignment was totally wrong.
Exempli gratia: the English sentence ’Yours a�ectionately’ aligned with the Italian
sentence ’Barkis ha intenzione di andare’ (gloss:’Barkis plans to go’).

Finally, by partial alignment we mean the cases in which the alignment was neither
totally wrong, nor totally correct, but only partially correct. This usually happens
when a di�erent number of sentences is used in the two texts to align to express the
same meaning. Exempli gratia: the English sentence ’I see it now’ is aligned with the
Italian sentence ’Mi sembra di rivederla: una lunga sala, con tre lunghe �le di piccoli
scrittoi’ (gloss: I see it now. A long room with three long rows of desks’).

Table 4.2 provides the results of the manual evaluation. Vecalign outperformed both
hunalign methods. Despite the di�erent size of the dictionaries, there is little di�erence
between the base and the inf hunalign methods.

This might be due to the fact that, even if the size of the inferred dictionary is
roughly six times the one used in the Base model, a manually corrected bilingual
dictionary (as in Base) is far more accurate than an inferred one.

However, the Inf model stills outperformed the Base model, reducing the amount of
wrong alignment in 19 cases. But the reduction of the wrong alignments did not result
in a uprise of correct alignments, since the number of correct alignments in Base and
Inf di�ers only by one.

We explain the outperformance of vecalign over the other two methods because
of the generalization and sentence re-segmentation indirect property that is a con-
sequence of the concatenation of consecutive sentence embeddings and the vector
similarity computation approach. The following example might clarify what we mean:
imagine two chapters to be aligned at a sentence level. In the English chapter �le we
�nd two consecutive sentences ’I see it now’ and ’A long room with three long rows of
desks. On the opposite, in the Italian �le, there are less sentences and one sentence is
used to express the same meaning of the two English sentences: ’Mi sembra di rivederla:
una lunga sala, con tre lunghe �le di piccoli scrittoi’ (gloss: I see it now. A long room with
three long rows of desks’).

Due to the fact that we used vecalign to compute the cosine similarity of all source
sentences vector representations plus a window of embeddings of maximum ten con-
secutive sentences, in this case, vecalign aligns the two English consecutive sentences
with the single Italian sentence. By concatenating consecutive sentences and map
them into vectors with Facebook LASER, vecalign is capable of �nding the most simi-
lar vectors among the set of each concatenation of consecutive sentences, basically
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re-segmenting the sentences of both language texts and dealing successfully with one
to many or many to one alignments.

Interestingly, vecalign also gives a zero to one or zero to many alignments, which
means that it managed to �lter out the cases where the two e-books di�ered drastically
in terms of paragraphs and sentences. We therefore decided to use the vecalign output
ladder in order to retrieve bi-sentences and create a textual English-Italian parallel
corpus.
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5 Forced Alignment

In this chapter, we �rst provide the reader with an overview of di�erent forced align-
ments methods where we also explain why we choose to perform forced alignment
using a TTS-DTW based approach. Then, we proceed to explain the required pre-
processing phase and a manual evaluation phase to assure the absence of severe error
propagation.

5.1 Word Based and Sentence Based Alignment

As we have mentioned in section 2.7, forced alignment (or speech-to-text alignment)
can be performed at di�erent granularity levels, depending on the desired output.
Aligning a transcript to the corresponding audio can mean to determine the time
interval for each phoneme, each word, each sentence, and so on.

In our case, we mainly want to align the LibriVox chapter recordings to the English
sentences that we have aligned to their corresponding Italian textual translations.

Training a new acoustic model using an HMM-GMM (Hidden Markov Model-
Gaussian Mixture Model) or a DNN (Deep Neural Network) architecture to align each
word and phoneme of our transcript to its timespan in the audio would be irrelevant
to our needs and a time consuming task.

Using out-of-the-box aligners with pre-trained acoustic models based on ASR (au-
tomatic speech recognition) toolkits would be faster, but we would still not have the
synchronization maps with sentence granularity. The output of these methods would
be a synchronization map containing timespans for each word and we would have to
post-process the output in order to retrieve the sentences timespans.

Instead, the TTS-DTW (text-to-specch and dynamic time warping) approach would
give us exactly what we need: a synchronization map with sentences timespans. In that
way, we could align the audio of the LibriVox recordings with the English sentence
that are paired up with the Italian translation.

5.2 Audio Editing and Aeneas

The main drawback of TTS-DTW methods is that they require a perfect matching
between the audio input and the transcript. The transcript is read by a TTS voice and
then the DTW algorithm takes care of the sequence alignment. If the transcript does
not match the audio input, the alignment might be o� sync.

Since we have aligned bisentens for entire chapters and the vecalign bisentences
also contain zero to many and many to zero alignments, we do not have the problem
of non-matching audio/transcript.

However, due to the fact that all LibriVox recordings starts with LibriVox disclaimer,
chapter and book information in di�erent formats, reader’s credit and mention or/and
date and place of recording with no �xed structure, we had to manually edit the LibriVox
chapter audio �les, otherwise the output synchronization maps would contain severe
alignment errors.
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Correct Mild Errors Severe Error

204 2 4

Table 5.1: Evaluation table for the forced alignment task with Aeneas. A detailed explanation

of Correct, Mild Errors and Severe Errors is given in section 5.3

As far as our knowledge, Aeneas is the only freely available TTS-DTW based forced
aligner. Furthermore, it is extremely fast thanks to the fact that it allows to use Python
modules in C for faster computation.

We decided to use the Aeneas forced aligner in conjunction with the open-source
TTS eSpeak1 in in order to perform the forced alignment (speech-to-transcript) task
with a sentence granularity.

5.3 Evaluation and Discussion

The Aeneas output consists of a JSON synchronisation map for each processed pair
of audio and transcript. Each output JSON �le contains the onset and o�set of each
audio segment so as the corresponding input English segment transcript.

We used the data in the JSON maps to split the chapter audio recording in several
wav �les, one for each segment, and generated a text �le corresponding to each audio
segment and containing the parallel English text.

Then, we performed a manual evaluation of the resulting speech-to-text alignments
by sampling 210 segments randomly selected from di�erent books and chapters,
listening to the audio segment wav �le while reading its corresponding text �le.

For each sentence we decided to assign a value that holds a qualitative analysis of
the segment alignment out of three possibilities: correct, mild, and severe.

We de�ned correct to mean that all characters in the txt �le and exclusively them
are in the corresponding wav �le. The audio wav �le contains exactly and exclusively
all words in its corresponding textual segment, and all words are pronounced entirely
and clearly, without brutal and abrupt cuts.

We de�ned mild errors to mean those cases where the alignment is mainly correct,
but one or two letters in the starting or the �nal word are not pronounced. The mild
errors represent those cases where the synchronisation is a few milliseconds o�.

Finally, we de�ned severe errors the cases in which the alignment between the audio
and its corresponding text was severely o�-sync or completely wrong. Due to the fact
that these scenarios can cause error propagation, every time we ran across a severe
error, we also checked the preceding and following alignments.

Table 5.1 shows the results of our manual evaluation. Out of 210 manually checked
alignments, we encountered only 4 severe errors and none of them was the cause of
error propagation. In all cases, the severe errors were due to actual mismatches between
the audio and the transcript. For instance, that happened when the speaker decided to
read a footnote that was not included in the transcript. Overall, the pool of sampled
data randomly extracted and evaluated seem to suggest a quite solid performance of
the Aeneas aligner and the corresponding theoretical TTS-DTW based approach.

1http://espeak.sourceforge.net/
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6 Signal Processing and Corpus Statistics

In this chapter, we explain how we extracted 40 MFCCs features from the audio
segments and we provide the reader with some corpus statistics.

6.1 Signal Processing

End-to-end speech translation models need to be given as input data audio utterances
aligned with their textual translation. However, the audio utterances should be pre-
processed so as to allow the machine to learn the core linguistic information without
any noise. We therefore pre-processed the audio signals so as to extract acoustic feature
vectors meaningful for training a ST machine learning model.

Following the works of both Bérard et al. (2018) and Di Gangi, Negri, et al. (2019)
we extracted 40 dimensional MFCCs (Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coe�cients) features
with a window size of 25ms and a step size of 10ms from each audio signal.

Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coe�cients were �rst introduced by Davis and Mermel-
stein (1980) and they have been widely used for both. Due to the fact that end-to-end
ST combines the challenges of MT (word reordering, natural language ambiguity) with
the struggles of ASR, among which there are the variety and the noise of the audio
signal (Di Gangi, Negri, et al., 2019), MFCC feature extraction has become quickly
crucial in the domain of end-to-end ST systems.

They are the actual input data for the direct translation models, since they are
multidimensional arrays representing the linguistic and phonological units in the
speech utterance. In order to extract the MFCC features, we had �rst to perform
pre-emphasis on each audio signal.

In the �eld of ASR and ST, pre-emphasis is needed in order to improve the detection of
phonemes. Audio signals contains frequencies in a continuum. Pre-emphasis increases
the energy in the high frequency, avoiding spectral tilt, which indicates the cases in
which high frequencies have less power than low frequencies in a speech signal.

After performing pre-emphasis, we performed windowing, which means that we
sliced the audio signal into several frames. While windowing, two parameters are
required: the window size and the step size. The window size corresponds to the
length of the frame, while the step size corresponds to the length between successive
frames. We chose a window size of 25ms and a step size of 10ms, as in Bérard et
al. (2018) and Di Gangi, Negri, et al. (2019). Finally we computed the DFT (discrete
fourier transformation) and extracted the mel frequency �lterbanks so as to extract 40
dimensional MFCC features from each audio signal.

In order to carry out all these signal processing and speech feature extraction
operations we used the speechpy1 python library (Tor�, 2018). Speechpy outputs MFCCs
features as 2D arrays and we used Numpy2 in order to save all extracted acoustic
features (arrays) into �les in the .npy format.
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Figure 6.1: Structure of the compressed corpus.tar.xz folder, where parallel.it and parallel.en
are parallel raw texts, while, for each book, there is a folder named a�er the

Gutenberg Project ID with several sub-folders, one for each aligned chapter. The

chapter folder are named a�er increasing integers. In each chapter folder, there

are triplets of English audio, English text and Italian text. They di�er in the name

extension, while the base filename for each element of the triplet is composed

of three concatenated numerical identifiers (E-bookID, ChapterID, SegmentID).

Exempli gratia: 83_07_33.wav, 83_07_33.it, 83_07_33.en

6.2 Corpus Statistics

Overall, our corpus consists of around 130 hours of English speech utterances aligned
with their English transcript and their Italian textual translation for a total amount
of 60511 parallel sentences extracted from 372 chapters and 9 books. The average
duration of a sentence is equal to 7.52 seconds.

The corpus is available as a kaggle dataset3 as a binary �le. Figure 6.1 shows its
internal folder structure. This version of the corpus contains two parallel raw text �les,
one for English, one for Italian, that can be used for MT. Then, there are nine folders,
one for each aligned audio-book. The folders are named after the Gutenberg Project
E-book Identi�er, which means that they are named after the source English text for
the LibriVox recordings.

Each book folder contains several sub-folders, one for each aligned chapter. Then,
in each chapter directory there are triplets of English audio, English text, Italian
translation. The �lenames follow a precise strategy to maintain the alignment: each
�le is named after the Gutenberg Project e-book id, the chapter number, and the string
identi�er (exempli gratia: 83_1_0.wav, 83_1_0.it, 83_1_0.en).

In addition to the main corpus, it is possible to download the extracted MFCCs
features and their corresponding English and Italian texts through a Google Drive
link4. The compressed folder contains three data-sets: train, dev, and test. Each data-
set contains two text �les and one .npz �le. In this case, sentence-based alignment
is preserved thanks to the indexing: the .npz �le contains several .npy �les, which
�lenames range from 0 to N, where 0 corresponds to the sentence in the �rst line of
the text �les and N to the last one.

So, for instance, train/dataN.npz/0.npy contains the 2D array storing the MFCC fea-
tures of the audio segment whose English transcription is the �rst line in train/dataN.detok

1https://github.com/astor�/speechpy
2https://numpy.org/
3www.kaggle.com/dataset/e1f2c96c7290f0df7683b80f10076461a36eb53b8bbc974c0bee37a5c8e11921
4https://drive.google.com/�le/d/19bpKRnIGwZU1bbFURSNCbi95xO8-xdk-/view?usp=sharing
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hours avg segment duration #segments

train 124.08 7.82s 56703

dev 2.75 7.11s 1341

test 5.35 7.64s 2517

total 132.10 7.52s 60561

Table 6.1: Number of segnments, average segment duration and total amount of hours for

each data-set.

and whose Italian textual translation is the �rst line in train/dataN.tok. It is important
to notice that the dataN.detok �les contain English sentences tokenized and split in
characters without punctuation, while the dataN.tok �les contain Italian sentences
tokenized and split in characters with punctuation.

This is due to the fact that the train, dev, and test sets are meant to be used as
possible input data of FBK-Fairseq-ST 5 or similar frameworks for training end-to-end
speech translation models, closely following the data pre-processing steps needed
in order to initialize the current state-of-the-art pipeline for training end-to-end ST
models, and especially the methods proposed by Bérard et al. (2018) and Di Gangi,
Negri, et al. (2019).

Out of the 372 chapters in the corpus, train contains 345 chapters, dev contains 9
chapters, and test contains 18 chapters. The dev data-set contains only one chapter
from each book, more precisely chapter 20 from each book, while test contains two
chapters from each book, chapter 18 and 19. Since each book has a di�erent number
of chapters, our split ensures that the dev and the test data-sets are taken from more
or less the middle or the almost �nal chapters from each book. There is no particular
reason for this choice apart from a balanced randomization of the data-sets.

Both Bérard et al. (2018) and Di Gangi, Negri, et al. (2019) illustrate the bene�ts of
training an ASR model on binarized data (MFCC features and tokenized English texts
split in characters, stripped of punctuation) to use its encoder to initialize the training
for an end-to-end ST model on binarized data (this time MFCC features and tokenized
target translation language texts split in characters without removing punctuation).
Table 6.1 provides the reader with more information on the data-sets statistics.

Therefore, the main di�erence between the main corpus6 and the data-sets version7

is that the main corpus contains exclusively the aligned triplets, giving to the users a
high degree of freedom to process the data and use them depending on their needs,
while the data-sets version is merely an example of how the main corpus data can be
processed and split in ready-to-use data-sets for training speech translation models
following the current state-of-the-art pre-processing pipeline. We also created a public
GitHub folder (SST-Augmented-Audiobooks8 for the readers that want to follow the
evolution of the corpus.

5http://github.com/mattiadg/FBK-Fairseq-ST
6https://www.kaggle.com/giuseppedellacorte/stt-aligned-audiobooks-en-it/
7https://drive.google.com/�le/d/19bpKRnIGwZU1bbFURSNCbi95xO8-xdk-/view?usp=sharing
8https://github.com/Giuseppe-Della-Corte/SST-Aligned-Audiobooks
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7 Conclusion

End-to-end speech translation models require parallel corpora where speech utterances
are aligned with their textual translations. Our work describes a solid pipeline and
a set of methods to convert public domain audio-books and e-books in aligned data
suitable for creating ASR/ST parallel corpora. The pipeline starts from the translation
and the retrieval of e-book titles in a target language using knowledge-bases, named
entity recognition, automatic translation and web scraping techniques.

Then, we tested di�erent methods to perform bilingual text alignment, showing
the robustness of vecalign and the bene�ts of using it in conjunction with Facebook
LASER multilingual embeddings of concatenation of consecutive sentences to improve
the quality of objectively di�cult alignments thanks to the intrinsic sentence re-
segmentation property of this approach.

We consequently gave an overview on forced alignment and evaluated the results of
a TTS-DTW (text-to-speech and dynamic time warping) based approach. We strongly
suggest this method in those scenarios where the text/transcript matches the audio, as
in the case of recordings of full books, faithful to the source texts.

All these experiments lead to the creation of a multi-modal corpus of 132.10 hours
of English speech utterances aligned with their English texts and their Italian textual
translations, publicly released under the CC-BY licence, alongside with a zipped folder
containing 40 MFCCs features for each audio segment as numpy arrays.

In future work, we �rst aim to use the remaining 30 public domain Italian e-books
retrieved in the text collection task in order to dramatically increase the corpus size,
possibly reaching more than 500 hours of English speech utterances aligned with
their Italian textual translation. In addition, it would be interesting to experiment
whether literary works are really suitable for speech translation, due to the fact that
translations of literary works are often not close translations. It would be interesting to
train end-to-end speech translation systems using the same architecture on di�erent
speech translation corpora with a similar size in order to attempt to investigate the
relationship between close translation and accuracy of a model.

Furthermore, future work can also focus on speech corpora creation and multi-
linguality. Since both LibriVox and the Gutenberg Project contain audio-books and
e-books in several languages, the methodology and the experiments we performed
can be used for a great variety of language combinations, possibly resulting even in
multilingual corpora for speech translation based on public domain audio-books and
e-books gathered semi-automatically from the Internet.

We strongly hope that our work and the open licence of our corpus will enhance
further research in the direction of a crowd-sourced and large multilingual speech
corpora based on LibriVox and the Gutenberg Project and that such open data-sets and
corpora may bene�t the NLP community and being a valid and cost-e�ective solutions
for companies and researchers to tackle data scarcity in the domain of end-to-end ST
development.
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